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1: Soccer â€“ Tactics, Basics and Practice Units
In Soccer Systems and Strategies, two coaches of the Danish national team provide a practical guide to implementing
the world's top styles of play into your game plan. They present soccer's four primary systems of play--defined by the
number of players at each position and their alignment on the field--and then break down the different.

Every online punter interested in finding a way to beat the bookie needs to have a successful football betting
system. This does not guarantee success see here for risk free betting , but it greatly increases the prospects of
making a profitable bet. This post will look at a variety of winning football betting systems and will consider
how easy they are to run and how profitable they are likely to be. Each system will require you to have an
account already open with one of the online bookies so that you can place the bet. This strategy is simply
trying to spot with games are likely to have at least a goal in the match. To win with this football betting
system, you simply need to be confident that the match will not end in a draw. The system is simple, but as
with all football betting systems, some discipline is required. As a result of its simplicity and high success rate,
the profits are not all that high, but a system, which regularly wins a little is better than one with loses a lot!
First, visit the BBC football fixtures page. This shows all of the forthcoming matches in all of the major
leagues and international games. Then, you locate the match that you are interested in and click on the arrow
on the left hand side next to the teams in the game. Newcastle v Manchester City The above match between
Newcastle and Manchester City is an example of a good match to bet on. Neither team has been involved in a
draw in the last 5 games. That indicates that they either have good attackers, poor defenders, or maybe both!
What the statistics do show is that if current form is followed, then this match is unlikely to end and therefore
it is a good candidate to place a bet for over 0. The next step is to go to your online bookie and place the bet.
The Paddy Power website is currently offering the following odds on the Newcastle v Manchester City match
in the over 0. The decimal odds here are basically 1. Obviously this return on investment is pretty low, but any
profit is a good profit surely? If the return is not enough, the punter can analyse the statistics a little bit more
carefully to spot a good bet. Paddy Power are offering the following in this market: The decimal odds of over
1. You can obviously increase the number of goals that you are backing, but the higher you go, the greater the
risk that you will lose. That is why we are comfortable staying with the low profit, but high strike rate of
backing the over 0. Value Football Betting System The other really successful way of being profitable with
online football betting is to adopt a value-based strategy. This system does not rely on a detailed knowledge of
the particular teams involved in the game, instead, it requires a good look at the relevant statistics and the odds
of being offered by the bookies. In this system, we are betting on which team will win or draw the win â€”
draw â€” win market. The bookies will offer odds based upon their own assessment of the likely outcome of
the game. Lets use the Newcastle v Manchester City game as an example again. Paddy Power are offering the
following odds on the result: You can see what their analysts think the result will be in percentage terms by
doing the sum in the odds, adding 1 and then dividing by that number. This is how the bookies build the odds
to their advantage to try to make sure that they turn a profit whatever the result. However, they are not always
right and there is value to be found. Although the average online punter does not have the same ability to
check previous form and statistics as the bookies do, we can take advantage of the internet for advice about the
likely results of a football match. Statarea is probably the most comprehensive, free statistics service online.
They provide detailed predictions based upon previous matches between the 2 teams, home and away form
and current standings of the teams in the league. These are factored together to produce a helpful prediction of
the result in a variety of markets. They predict the Newcastle v Manchester City match as follows: You can
use these predictions to work out what the fair odds should be. On that basis, the odds should be 2. Therefore,
the bookies are undervaluing the chances of a Newcastle win and this is a great opportunity for the online
punter to place a bet. This value betting system takes a lot of time to compare prices offered by the bookies
and statistical predictions, but it offers a huge opportunity for the punter to beat the bookie by removing the
edge that the bookie has in a game where the odds do not support the statistics. There is a significant chance of
losing bets using this system, but the point is not the have a high strike rate of wins, instead we are looking for
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a high profit rate. In other words, although you may not win all your matches, because you have such good
value in the odds offered, you will make a profit in the long run. As with all football betting systems, it is
important to stay focused and objective with your bets and the rewards will become evident after a while. Test
out your football betting systems on paper Before any real money is risked at a bookie, it is very sensible for a
punter to test out the system for a while on paper before actually taking the plunge. Keep a record of how you
do after each game and then after 20 or so games, you will have an idea about whether or not these football
betting systems are for you or not.
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2: What are the most successful Football Betting Systems?
Build a successful team around the strengths of your players! In Soccer Systems and Strategies, two coaches of the
Danish national team provide a practical guide to implementing the world's top styles of play into your game plan.

In general soccer, the in much less common in practical use as too many people are afraid of the back-four and
coaches and players alike feel more comfortable with a sweeper. By the way, in the name of game systems,
the goalie is omitted, it would actually be "" to be totally correct. In the pictures we show below, the goalie
comes forward, and the more he does, the more important he becomes in the playing system. The "Flat Four"
is considered a defensive version of Sports commentators on TV like to talk about two back-fours, or a double
row. In the picture below, you can clearly see a formation in the lineup on the right. The difference between
the two formations is easy to see in the picture below: We have numbered the players in the image to the side.
These numbers denote the actual playing positions. The 1 Goalie The goalie plays along with the rest of the
team in modern soccer. Often times he plays the role of the missing sweeper. Read more about this subject in
our article: Player 2 and 5 are the left and right fullbacks and players 4 and 3 are the center backs. A short
introduction and some training exercises to introduce the players the back-four can be found in the following
articles: Directly in front of the center of defense, there are two players in front of the back-four. For that, a
striker falls forward midfield to create a station to face off at One striker is playing high up the field capable of
holding the ball up and laying it off to his partner. Ottmar Hitzfeld invented the term "wall players", which
best describes the role of this striker. Using the with the "Flat Four", a very strong double defense wall is built,
which makes it possible to double up on the opponents on the sidelines and close the center. Already at
midfield, the enemy can be attacked at the wings. Passing lanes can be even easier to predict. It would be too
easy then to describe the "Flat Four" as purely defensive. In the offensive, the strengths lie clearly in the wing
positions. Thus, a sideline defender can attack over the wing and the corresponding midfielder immediately
responds defensively covering his side. As a result, the gap between the two strikers will be further closed.
And so a defensive midfielder becomes the third attacker. The big problem in this formation is the large gap
between midfield and attack. During possession of the ball and when losing possession, this space closes up
soon. There is also no playmaker and as a result, the central attacking midfield is occupied very thinly. The
originality in this game develops mostly at the wings. This short text should be enough to give you a basic
idea for now.
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3: Soccer Strategy and Tactics Used at the Pro Level
Soccer Systems and Strategies This book is in very good condition and will be shipped within 24 hours of ordering. The
cover may have some limited signs of wear but the pages are clean, intact and the spine remains undamaged.

Different styles of play, philosophies and strategies of high level teams that employ high level specific
strategies throughout the course of a season. The team with the best players will always win, no matter the
strategy of the opponent right? Oh how wrong we are. Sure having great players goes an extremely long way
but without discipline, organization and a detailed strategy going into a match even the most talented teams
can be defeated. Read carefully now, here is the secret to all of soccer and the strategy that will win you every
game. The secret is drumroll please there is no ONE best strategy. Your soccer strategy or tactics largely
depend on who your opponent is, the strengths of your own team and the situation at hand. This tends to
change from game to game and throughout the course of a season. Although sides do have strategies and
tactics that work best for them and are a staple of their team, no one is best. The best strategy is the one that
gets the desired performance from your team and desired outcome from the match and that constantly changes.
What Types of Strategy are There in Soccer? There are several and each coach will tell you they have a
variation of one of these that is their own magic recipe, they are: You will see team such as Barcelona, Spain
and Man City employ this tactic for large periods during a match. Keeping the ball, not forcing anything
waiting for the right moment to slash the back line. By the time the opponent creates a turn over they are so
dead tired from playing defense for so long that they give it right back to you. This soccer strategy can be
physically and mentally deflating for the defending side. Counter Attacking -It says it in the name, sitting back
in your own half and sucking a team in. Once the ball is turned over, you then counter your opponents by
exploiting the space in behind them as they are caught on their heels. A team with speed, discipline and
clinical finishing is required to properly execute this strategy. One mistake, miscue or error in judgment can
make 89minutes of hard work go to waste. Choose your soccer strategy wisely now. Defensive An emphasis
on defense first and attack second. This means several things such as: Also commonly found in basketball
applying high pressure on an opponent involves a team pressuring them as a unit and looking to cause a
turnover. The idea here is to cause uncertainty and indecision to the ball carrier forcing them to make a poor
decision causing to an error and loss of possession. This is also commonly used when a team wants to shift the
momentum, put the pressure on one side or is down a goal and needs to get back into it. Sounds much more
complicated then it really is. Also can be a great way to set up the counter attack. Staying tight and compact as
a unit is the name of the game here, frustrating your opponents and making the best of your opportunities you
do get at the other end. Focusing on Exploiting Certain Players or Positions on the Field Attacking certain
weaknesses of your opponents or strengths of your own team such as getting the ball in a certain 1v1 match up
as much as possible. Maybe you want to attack the wide areas of the field or you want to play balls in the air
versus a short back line. Whatever it is find your strength to exploit their weakness, then you really got a
dynamic soccer strategy. Which Strategies do Professional Teams Use? Professional teams use several if not
all the strategies listed above in the course of a playing season. One day may call for an all out attack
exploiting a weaker team where as another match may require playing bunker defense before going back home
for the second leg. Professional players get to the professional ranks because they have quality and already
have a large skill set. This I believe is true for teams as well. Every successful team must be able to adjust
their game plan slightly for every opponent. You must be versatile and able to apply any soccer strategy at any
given time during the course of a year.
4: Soccer systems of Play - Formations | Soccer Drills & Practice Plans
Systems of Play & Strategy 21 MODERN SOCCER FORMATIONS + 3 BONUS BOOKS This book helps coaches make
the right choice for their most important decisions: a system of play for their team.
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5: Soccer Systems & Strategies by Jens Bangsbo
This book shows coaches how to benefit from the classic systems of the international soccer powers. After coaches
determine the optimal system and style for their teams, they learn how to counter opponents' tactics and how to teach
their chosen system, style, and tactics through practice instruction and drills.

6: Soccer Formations and Tactics
Synopsis. Better coaching, smarter play, and superior teamwork; Build a successful team around the strengths of your
players In Soccer Systems and Strategies, two coaches of the Danish national team provide a practical guide to
implementing the world's top styles of play into your game plan.

7: System Of Play â€“ Foundations of the - Soccer
Annotation Build a successful team around the strengths of your players! In Soccer Systems and Strategies, two
coaches of the Danish national team provide a practical guide to implementing the world's top styles of play into your
game plan.

8: Download Soccer systems and strategies jens bangsbo birger peitersen files - TraDownload
Soccer formations and tactics from professional settings for the serious player and coach. Preparing yourself is half the
battle, the other half is the strategy put into play to accomplish what.

9: Soccer Systems and Strategies - Jens Bangsbo, Birger Peitersen - Google Books
The Soccer Live Betting System - 10 Winning Strategies Page 6 of D - Discipline In betting, discipline is the WILL to
religiously follow preset rules and criteria.
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